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SEQUENCE COVERING ARRAYS*

YEOW MENG CHEE†, CHARLES J. COLBOURN‡, DANIEL HORSLEY§, AND JUNLING ZHOU¶

Abstract. Sequential processes can encounter faults as a result of improper ordering of subsets of the events. In order to reveal faults caused by the relative ordering of $t$ or fewer of $v$ events, for some fixed $t$, a test suite must provide tests so that every ordering of every set of $t$ or fewer events is exercised. Such a test suite is equivalent to a sequence covering array, a set of permutations on $v$ events for which every subsequence of $t$ or fewer events arises in at least one of the permutations. Equivalently it is a (different) set of permutations, a completely $t$-scrambling set of permutations, in which the images of every set of $t$ chosen events include each of the $t!$ possible “patterns.” In event sequence testing, minimizing the number of permutations used is the principal objective. By developing a connection with covering arrays, lower bounds on this minimum in terms of the minimum number of rows in covering arrays are obtained. An existing bound on the largest $v$ for which the minimum can equal $t!$ is improved. A conditional expectation algorithm is developed to generate sequence covering arrays whose number of permutations never exceeds a specified logarithmic function of $v$ when $t$ is fixed, and this method is shown to operate in polynomial time. A recursive product construction is established when $t = 3$ to construct sequence covering arrays on $v w$ events from ones on $v$ and $w$ events. Finally computational results are given for $t \in \{3, 4, 5\}$ to demonstrate the utility of the conditional expectation algorithm and the product construction.
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1. Introduction. A set of permutations $\{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N\}$ of a $v$-element set $X$ is completely $t$-scrambling if for every ordered $t$-set $(x_1, \ldots, x_t)$ with $x_i \in X$ for $1 \leq i \leq t$, there is some $\rho$ ($1 \leq \rho \leq N$) for which $\pi_{\rho}(x_i) < \pi_{\rho}(x_j)$ if and only if $i < j$. Spencer [32] first explored the existence of completely $t$-scrambling sets of permutations in generalizing a question of Dushnik [15] on linear extensions. Recently Kuhn et al. [23, 24] examined an equivalent combinatorial object, the sequence covering array. For parameters $N$, $t$, and $v$, such an array is a set of $n$ permutations of $v$ letters so that every permutation of every $t$ of the $v$ letters appears—in the specified order—in at least one of the $n$ permutations. The motivation for finding sequence covering arrays with small values of $n$ arises in event sequence testing. Suppose that a process involves a sequence of $v$ tasks or events. The operator may, unfortunately, fail to do the tasks in the correct sequence. When this happens, errors may occur. But we anticipate that errors can be attributed to the (improper) ordering of a small
subset of tasks. When each permutation of a sequence covering array is used in
turn to specify a task order, every potential ordering of \( t \) or fewer tasks will be
tried and hence all errors found that result solely from the improper ordering of \( t \)
or fewer tasks. Applications are discussed further in [19, 23, 39, 40]; related event
sequence testing problems in which tasks can be repeated are discussed in [42, 43, 44].
While the application of these combinatorial structures is of much practical concern,
our interest is in bounds on the size of sequence covering arrays and their explicit
construction.

We first state the problem formally. Let \( \Sigma = \{0, \ldots, v - 1\} \) be \( v \) symbols that
represent the \( v \) tasks or events. A \( t \)-subsequence of \( \Sigma \) is a \( t \)-tuple \((x_1, \ldots, x_t)\) with
\( x_i \in \Sigma \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq t \), and \( x_i \neq x_j \) when \( i \neq j \). A permutation \( \pi \) of \( \Sigma \) covers the
\( t \)-subsequence \((x_1, \ldots, x_t)\) if \( \pi^{-1}(x_i) < \pi^{-1}(x_j) \) whenever \( i < j \). For example, with
\( v = 5 \) and \( t = 3 \), \((4, 0, 3)\) is a 3-subsequence that is covered by the permutation \( 4 \ 2 \ 0 \ 3 \ 1 \). A sequence covering array of order \( v \) and strength \( t \), or \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \), is a set
\( \Pi = \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N\} \), where \( \pi_i \) is a permutation of \( \Sigma \), and every \( t \)-subsequence of \( \Sigma \) is
covered by at least one of the permutations \( \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N\} \). Often the permutations are
written as an \( N \times v \) array.

We use an array representation for completely \( t \)-scrambling sets of permutations as well. An \( N \times v \) array is a completely \( t \)-scrambling set of permutations of strength \( t \)
on \( v \) symbols, or \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \), when the columns are indexed by \( \Sigma \) and the symbols
by \( \Sigma \), and for every way \( c_1, \ldots, c_t \) to choose \( t \) distinct columns and every permutation \( \phi \) of \( \{1, \ldots, t\} \), there is a row \( \rho \) for which, for every \( 1 \leq a < b \leq t \), the entry in cell
\((\rho, c_\phi(a))\) is less than the entry in cell \((\rho, c_\phi(b))\).

**Lemma 1.1.** \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \) is equivalent to a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \).

**Proof.** If \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N \) are the \( N \) permutations of a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \), form an \( N \times v \) array \( A \) in which cell \((i, j)\) contains \( \pi_i^{-1}(j) \). Then \( A \) is a \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \).

In the opposite direction, if \( A \) is a \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \), define permutation \( \pi_i \) by setting
\( \pi_i(a_{ij}) = j \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq N \) and \( 0 \leq j < v \). Then \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N \) form the \( N \) permutations
of a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \).

In the \( \text{CSSP}(8;3,5) \) of Table 1.1, the symbols \( \{1, 2, 3\} \) appear as 123 once, 132
once, 213 once, 231 zero times, 312 four times, and 321 once. Hence the rows of a
completely \( t \)-scrambling set of permutations do not necessarily produce a sequence
covering array; nevertheless they are conjugates, obtained by interchanging the roles
of columns and symbols.

Permutation problems concerning the avoidance of specified patterns of subse-
quences have been extensively studied in algebraic and probabilistic combinatorics;
see [33] for an excellent survey. (Here two subsequences \((x_1, \ldots, x_t)\) and \((y_1, \ldots, y_t)\)
have the same pattern when, for \( 1 \leq i < t \), \( x_i < x_{i+1} \) if and only if \( y_i < y_{i+1} \).)

**Table 1.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SeqCA</th>
<th>CSSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 2 0 3 1</td>
<td>2 4 1 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 4 3 0 2</td>
<td>3 0 4 2 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1 2 0 4</td>
<td>3 1 2 0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 2 4 1 3</td>
<td>0 3 1 4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1 3 4 0</td>
<td>4 1 0 2 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 3 4 1 2</td>
<td>0 3 4 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 0 2 1 4</td>
<td>1 3 2 0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1 2 0 3</td>
<td>3 1 2 4 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While cosmetically similar to pattern avoidance problems, the existence problem for sequence covering arrays requires coverage rather than avoidance and requires that all subsequences be covered and not simply every pattern.

The question of principal concern in this paper is as follows: Given \( t \) and \( v \), what is the smallest \( N \) for which a CSSP\((N; t, v)\) (equivalently, a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \)) exists? Call this number \( \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) \). In the vernacular of completely \( t \)-scrambling sets of permutations, Spencer \[32\] did the foundational work, and Füredi \[17\], Ishigami \[20, 21\], Radhakrishnan \[31\], and Tarui \[36\] made improvements.

In a sequence covering array, every \( t \) symbols must appear in each of the \( t! \) possible orderings, and there are \( \binom{v}{t} t! \) \( t \)-subsequences in total, so

\[
t! \leq \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) \leq \binom{v}{t} t!
\]

Both bounds are trivial, but the lower bound is the correct one when \( t = 2 \).

**Lemma 1.2.** \( \text{SeqCAN}(2, v) = 2 \) for all \( v \geq 2 \).

**Proof.** Any permutation on \( v \) symbols and its reversal form a \( \text{SeqCA}(2; 2, v) \).

When \( t \geq 3 \), neither bound is correct as \( v \) increases. Indeed the growth as a function of \( v \) for fixed \( t \) is logarithmic.

**Theorem 1.3** (see \[31, 32\]). For \( t \geq 3 \),

\[
1 + \left( \frac{2}{\log_2(e)} \right) (t - 1)! \left( \frac{v}{2v - t + 1} \right) \log_2(v - t + 2) \leq \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) \leq \frac{t \log(v)}{\log \left( \frac{1}{1-t} \right)}.
\]

The question of when \( \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) = t! \) is of independent interest in yet another setting. Let \( V \) be a finite set; an element of \( V \) is a vertex. A transitive tournament on \( V \) is a directed graph in which (1) for all \( x \in V \), \((x, x)\) is not an arc; (2) for distinct \( x, y \in V \), \((x, y)\) is an arc if and only if \((y, x)\) is not an arc; and (3) whenever \((x, y)\) and \((y, z)\) are arcs, so is \((x, z)\). A transitive tournament \( T = (V, A) \) has transitive tournament \( T' = (W, B) \) as a subdigraph, denoted \( T' \prec T \), whenever \( W \subseteq V \) and \( B \subseteq A \). Let \((V, \mathcal{T})\) be a finite set \( V \) of cardinality \( v \) and a collection \( \mathcal{T} \) with every \( T \in \mathcal{T} \) being a transitive tournament on \( k \) of the vertices in \( V \); members of \( \mathcal{T} \) are blocks.

Then \((V, \mathcal{T})\) is a \((t, \lambda)\)-directed packing of blocksize \( k \) and order \( v \), or \( \text{DP}_\lambda(t, k, v) \), if for every \( X \subseteq V \) with \( |X| = t \) and every transitive tournament \( T' \) on vertex set \( X \),

\[
|\{T \in \mathcal{T} : T' \prec T\}| \leq \lambda.
\]

On the other hand, \((V, \mathcal{T})\) is a \((t, \lambda)\)-directed covering of blocksize \( k \) and order \( v \), or \( \text{DC}_\lambda(t, k, v) \), if for every \( X \subseteq V \) with \( |X| = t \) and every transitive tournament \( T' \) on vertex set \( X \),

\[
|\{T \in \mathcal{T} : T' \prec T\}| \geq \lambda.
\]

When \((V, \mathcal{T})\) is a \( \text{DP}_\lambda(t, k, v) \) and also a \( \text{DC}_\lambda(t, k, v) \), it is a \((t, \lambda)\)-directed design of blocksize \( k \) and order \( v \), or \( \text{DD}_\lambda(t, k, v) \). In this notation, the subscript is often omitted when \( \lambda = 1 \).

Directed designs with \( t = 2 \) have been extensively studied as generalizations of balanced incomplete block designs. The study of \((t, 1)\)-directed packings has also been extensive as a result of their equivalence to “deletion-correcting codes” (see Levenshtein \[25\]). The connection with our investigation follows.
Lemma 1.4. A CSSP$(N; t, v)$ is equivalent to a DC$(t, v, v)$ with $N$ blocks. Moreover, a DD$(t, v, v)$ exists if and only if SeqCAN$(t, v) = t!$.

Proof. For each row $(a_0, \ldots, a_{t-1})$ of the CSSP, form a transitive tournament on vertex set $\{0, \ldots, v-1\}$ by including, for $0 \leq i < j < v$, arc $(i, j)$ if $a_i < a_j$ and arc $(j, i)$ otherwise. Each transitive tournament on $t$ of these vertices is a subdigraph of at least one of these $N$ tournaments. The other direction is similar. When $N = t!$, every $t$-subsequence is covered exactly once, and every transitive tournament of order $t$ arises as a subdigraph exactly once. □

Theorem 1.5. Sufficient conditions for a DD$(t, v, v)$ to exist include

1. $t \geq 3$ and $t \leq v \leq t+1$ [25] and
2. $t = 4$ and $v = 6$ [28].

Necessary conditions for a DD$(t, v, v)$ to exist include

1. $v \leq t + 1$ for $t \in \{3, 5, 6\}$ [28].
2. $v \leq t + 2$ for $t = 4$ [28], and
3. $v \leq \left(\frac{t+1}{2}\right) - 1$ for $t \geq 7$ [28].

Levenshtein [25] had conjectured that $v \leq t + 1$ whenever a DD$(t, v, v)$ exists for $t \geq 3$. As stated in Theorem 1.5, this does not hold for $t = 4$, but this is the only known exception to Levenshtein’s conjecture. In the next section we significantly reduce the upper bound on the largest $v$ for which SeqCAN$(t, v)$ can equal $t!$.

2. Lower bounds. Here we extend a technique used in [17, Theorem 5.1], improving on a method of Ishigami [21]. We require a number of previous results on covering arrays, introduced next. See [8] for a more thorough introduction to them.

Let $N, k, t,$ and $v$ be positive integers. Let $C$ be an $N \times k$ array with entries from an alphabet $\Sigma$ of size $v$; we typically take $\Sigma = \{0, \ldots, v-1\}$. When $(\nu_1, \ldots, \nu_t)$ is a $t$-tuple with $\nu_i \in \Sigma$ for $1 \leq i \leq t$, $(c_1, \ldots, c_t)$ is a tuple of $t$ column indices ($c_i \in \{1, \ldots, k\}$), and $c_i \neq c_j$ whenever $\nu_i \neq \nu_j$, the $t$-tuple $\{(c_i, \nu_i) : 1 \leq i \leq t\}$ is a $t$-way interaction. The array covers the $t$-way interaction $\{(c_i, \nu_i) : 1 \leq i \leq t\}$ if, in at least one row of $C$, the entry in row $\rho$ and column $c_i$ is $\nu_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq t$. Array $C$ is a covering array CA$(N; t, k, v)$ of strength $t$ if it covers every $t$-way interaction. CAN$(t, k, v)$ is the minimum $N$ for which a CA$(N; t, k, v)$ exists. The basic goal is to minimize the number of rows (tests) required and hence to determine CAN$(t, k, v)$. When $t \geq 2$ and $v \geq 2$ are both fixed, CAN$(t, k, v)$ is $\Theta(\log k)$ (see, for example, [8]).

We strengthen this standard definition somewhat. For a $t$-way interaction $T = \{(c_i, \nu_i) : 1 \leq i \leq t\}$ with symbols chosen from $\Sigma = \{0, \ldots, v-1\}$, let $\tau_\sigma(T) = \{i : \nu_i = \sigma\}$. Then define $\mu(T) = \prod_{i=0}^{t-1} \tau_\sigma(T)!$. The natural interpretation is that $\mu(T)$ is the number of ways to permute the columns $(c_1, \ldots, c_t)$ so that the symbols appear in the same order. A covering array provides exceed coverage when every $t$-way interaction $T$ is covered by at least $\mu(T)$ rows; such a covering array is denoted by CA$_X(N; t, k, v)$. More generally, the subscript $X$ is used to extend notation from covering arrays to those having exceed coverage.

Theorem 2.1. Let $v$, $t$, and $a$ be integers satisfying $v \geq t \geq 3$ and $t \geq a \geq 0$. Then SeqCAN$(t, v) \geq a!$CAN$(t-a, v-a, a+1)$.

Proof. Let $S$ be a CSSP$(N; t, v)$. Choose any $a$ columns of $S$, $\{e_1, \ldots, e_a\}$. For each ordering $\pi$ of these columns, form a matrix $C_{\pi}$ that contains all rows of $S$ in which the entry in column $\pi(e_i)$ is less than that in column $\pi(e_{i+1})$ for $1 \leq i < a$. Because there are $a!$ orderings and every row of $S$ appears in exactly one of the $\{C_{\pi}\}$, it suffices to show that for every choice of $\pi$ the number $n$ of rows in $C_{\pi}$ is at least CAN$_X(t-a, v-a, a+1)$. To do this, form an $n \times (v-a)$ array $A_{\pi}$ whose columns are the columns of $C_{\pi}$ that are not among the $a$ selected. To determine the content of
cell \((r,c)\) of \(A_\pi\), examine the symbol \(\sigma\) in column \(c\) and row \(r\) of \(C_\pi\). If \(\sigma\) is less than the symbol in row \(r\) and column \(\pi(e_1)\), the entry is set to 0. If \(\sigma\) is greater than the symbol in row \(r\) and column \(\pi(e_a)\), the entry is set to \(a\). Otherwise find the unique \(j\) for which \(\sigma\) is greater than the symbol in row \(r\) and column \(\pi(e_j)\) but less than the symbol in row \(r\) and column \(\pi(e_{j+1})\), and set the entry to \(j\).

Now we claim that \(A_\pi\) is a \(CAN_X(n \cdot t - a, v - a, a + 1)\). The verification requires demonstrating that every \((t-a)\)-way interaction \(T\) is covered at least \(\mu(T)\) times. So let \(T = \{(f_i, \nu_i) : 1 \leq i \leq t - a\}\), noting that \(\nu_i \in \{0, \ldots, a\}\) and \(f_i\) indexes a column of \(A\). We form permutations of \(\{e_1, \ldots, e_a\} \cup \{f_1, \ldots, f_{t-a}\}\) that are consistent with \(\pi\) on \(\{e_1, \ldots, e_a\}\) in that these columns appear in the order prescribed by \(\pi\). To do this, there are \(\tau_0(T)\) columns with entry 0; place one of the \(\tau_0(T)!\) orderings of these columns so that all appear before \(\pi(e_1)\). There are \(\tau_0(T)\) columns with entry \(a\); place one of the \(\tau_0(T)!\) orderings of these columns so that all appear after \(\pi(e_a)\). For \(1 \leq j < a\), there are \(\tau_j(T)\) columns with entry \(j\); place one of the \(\tau_j(T)!\) orderings of these columns so that all appear before \(\pi(e_j)\) and after \(\pi(e_{j+1})\). In this way we can form \(\mu(T)\) permutations of \(\{e_1, \ldots, e_a\} \cup \{f_1, \ldots, f_{t-a}\}\), each consistent with \(\pi\). Because each is consistent with \(\pi\), it appears in \(C_\pi\). But each such appearance in \(C_\pi\) results in a different row of \(A\) that covers \(T\), and hence \(T\) is indeed covered at least \(\mu(T)\) times. 

The easiest applications of Theorem 2.1 result from using \(CAN(t, k, v)\) as a lower bound for \(CAN_X(t, k, v)\). Apply it with \(a = t - 1\), noting that \(CAN(1, k, t) = t\) for all \(k \geq 1\), to recover the trivial lower bound that \(\text{SeqCAN}(t,v) \geq t!\). Apply it with \(a = t - 2\) to establish that \(\text{SeqCAN}(t,v) \geq (t-2)!\text{CAN}(2,v-t+2,t-1)\).

Now we return to the question of when \(\text{SeqCAN}(t,v)\) can equal \(t!\), or equivalently when a \(DD(t,v,v)\) can exist. Theorem 2.1 ensures that \(\text{SeqCAN}(t,v) \geq (t-2)!\text{CAN}_X(2,v-t+2,t-1)\), so \(\text{SeqCAN}(t,v) = t!\) can hold only when \(\text{CAN}_X(2,v-t+2,t-1) \leq t(t-1)\). The 2-way interaction \(T = \{(c_1,v_1),(c_2,v_2)\}\) has \(\mu(T) = 2\) exactly when \(v_1 = v_2\) (called a constant pair) and has \(\mu(T) = 1\) otherwise (a nonconstant pair). Because, for each pair of columns, \(t-1\) constant pairs must be covered twice each, and \((t-1)(t-2)\) nonconstant pairs must be covered at least once each, \(\text{CAN}_X(2,v-t+2,t-1) \geq t(t-1)\). So we are concerned with when equality can hold.

**Lemma 2.2.** For \(v \geq 4\), \(\text{CAN}_X(2,k,v) = v(v+1)\) only if \(k \leq v+2\).

**Proof.** Suppose that a \(\text{CA}_X(v(v+1); 2, k, v)\) exists with columns indexed by \(\{1, \ldots, k\}\) and symbols by \(\{0, \ldots, v-1\}\). We form sets on symbols \(V = \{\{1, \ldots, k\} \times \{0, \ldots, v-1\}\} \cup \{\infty\}\). The system of sets (blocks) \(B\) is formed as follows. For every row \((x_1, \ldots, x_k)\) of the covering array, a set \(\{(i, x_i) : 1 \leq i \leq k\}\) is placed in \(B\). Then for every \(1 \leq i \leq k\), a set \(\{(i, j) : 0 \leq j < v\} \cup \{\infty\}\) is placed in \(B\). The set system \((V,B)\) has \(kv+1\) symbols and \(v(v+1)+k\) blocks. By construction, every two different symbols appear together in exactly one block, unless the pair is of the form \(\{(i, j), (i', j')\}\) corresponding to a constant pair and therefore occurring in exactly two blocks.

Now form a \((kv+1) \times (v(v+1)+k)\) matrix \(A\), which is the symbol-block incidence matrix, as follows. Rows are indexed by symbols, columns by blocks. The matrix contains the entry 1 in row \(r\) and column \(c\) when symbol \(r\) appears in block \(c\) and 0 otherwise. Now examine \(B = AA^T\), which has rows and columns indexed by \(V\). Its diagonal entries are \(k\) in entry \((\infty, \infty)\) and \(v+2\) elsewhere. Its off-diagonal entries are 2 in cells indexed by \((i, j), (i', j')\) with \(i \neq i'\) and 1 otherwise.

The rank of \(B\) cannot exceed the number of columns in \(A\), namely, \(v(v+1)+k\). So in order to bound \(k\), we bound the rank of \(B\).
Write \( D = B - J \). The rows indexed by \( V \setminus \{\infty\} \) can be partitioned into \( v \) parts; a part is formed by including all rows and columns with indices \( \{(i, j) : 1 \leq i \leq k\} \) for some \( j \) with \( 0 \leq j < v \). Then \( D \) can be written as a block diagonal matrix with \( k \times k \) block matrices each equal to \( X = e_1 + J \) and a single \( 1 \times 1 \) block matrix with entry \( k - 1 \). Now \( \det(D) = (k - 1)\det(X)^v \), and \( \det(X) = v^d(1 + \frac{d}{v}) \) by the matrix determinant lemma. Hence \( \text{rank}(D) = kv + 1 \). Because \( B \) is obtained from \( D \) by a rank one update, \( \text{rank}(B) \geq kv \).

Consequently, \( kv \leq v(v + 1) + k \), or \( k \leq \frac{v(v + 1)}{v - 1} \). Thus \( k \leq v + 2 \) when \( v \geq 4 \), because \( k \) is an integer. \( \square \)

This enables us to establish a substantial improvement on the bound of Mathon and Tran Van Trung \[28\] stated in Theorem 1.5.

**Theorem 2.3.** If \( t \geq 3 \) and \( \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) = t! \) (or equivalently, a \( \text{DD}(t, v, v) \) exists), then \( v \leq 2t - 1 \).

**Proof.** If \( 3 \leq t \leq 6 \), this follows from Theorem 1.5. By Theorem 2.1, \( t! = \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) \geq (t - 2)!\text{CAN}_N(2, v - t + 2, t - 1) \) and thus \( \text{CAN}_N(2, v - t + 2, t - 1) = t(t - 1) \). By Lemma 2.2, \( v - t + 2 \leq t - 1 + 2 \) and hence \( v \leq 2t - 1 \) as required. \( \square \)

It appears plausible that the bound should be \( t + 2 \) rather than \( 2t - 1 \); nevertheless, the method here gives the first bound that is linear in \( t \).

### 3. Upper bounds from probabilistic methods.

Spencer \[32\] analyzed a method that selects a set of \( N \) permutations on \( v \) symbols uniformly at random; we explore this first.

**Lemma 3.1.** For fixed \( t \geq 3 \), \( \text{SeqCAN}(t, v) \leq 1 + (\log(\frac{v!}{(v - t)!}))/(\log(\frac{v!}{t!})) \).

**Proof.** A permutation of \( \{0, \ldots, v - 1\} \) chosen uniformly at random covers any specific \( t \)-subsequence with probability \( \frac{1}{t!} \) and so fails to cover it with probability \( \frac{t!}{v!} \). Then \( N \) permutations of \( \{0, \ldots, v - 1\} \) chosen uniformly at random and independently together fail to cover a specific \( t \)-subsequence with probability \( (\frac{t!}{v!})^N \). There are \( \frac{v!}{(v - t)!} \) \( t \)-subsequences. When \( N \) permutations are chosen, each \( t \)-subsequence is not covered with probability \( (\frac{t!}{v!})^N \). Thus the expected number of uncovered \( t \)-subsequences is \( \frac{v!}{(v - t)!}(\frac{t!}{v!})^N \). When \( \frac{v!}{(v - t)!}(\frac{t!}{v!})^N < 1 \), a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \) must exist. This holds whenever \( N > (\log(\frac{v!}{(v - t)!}))/(\log(\frac{v!}{t!})) \). \( \square \)

#### 3.1. One permutation at a time.

Lemma 3.1 provides a useful upper bound on the size of completely \( t \)-scrambling sets of permutations but does not provide an effective method to find such arrays. Stein \[34\], Lovász \[26\], and Johnson \[22\] develop a general strategy for finding solutions to covering problems; this algorithm has been shown to lead to polynomial time methods in many combinatorial covering problems \[3, 4, 7, 9, 10\]. We extend that strategy here to treat sequence covering arrays.

The basic approach is greedy. Repeatedly select one permutation to add that covers a large number of as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences, until all are covered. Stein \[34\], Lovász \[26\], and Johnson \[22\] each suggest selecting to maximize the number of newly covered elements, but their analyses require only that the next selection cover at least the average. If after \( i \) permutations are selected there remain \( U_i \) uncovered \( t \)-subsequences, then a permutation selected uniformly at random is expected to cover \( \frac{U_i}{N} \) \( t \)-subsequences for the first time. Provided that we select the \((i+1)\)st permutation to cover at least \( U_i \frac{d}{N} \) \( t \)-subsequences for the first time, we have that \( U_i \frac{d}{N} \leq U_{i+1} \frac{d}{N} - 1 \).

Because \( U_0 = \frac{v!}{(v - t)!} \), we have that \( U_i \leq \frac{v!}{(v - t)!}(\frac{d}{N})^i \). Choose \( N \) to be the smallest...
value for which \( U_N < 1 \); then there must be a sequence covering array with \( N \) permutations.

This simply restates the argument of Lemma 3.1, but with two important improvements. It derandomizes the method by ensuring that appropriate selection of each permutation guarantees that the bound is met, rather than asserting the existence of a set of permutations that meets it. More importantly, the time to construct the sequence covering array is polynomial in the number of permutations and the time to select a permutation that covers at least the average.

For fixed \( t \) the number of permutations is logarithmic in \( v \), and so an algorithm with running time polynomial in \( v \) will result if we can select the next permutation in time polynomial in \( v \). Because the details are quite similar to earlier approaches, we merely outline how this can be done.

Suppose that \( U \) consists of the as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences. For \( U \in U \), let \( \operatorname{cov}(\pi, U) = 1 \) when \( \pi \) covers \( U \), and \( \operatorname{cov}(\pi, U) = 0 \) otherwise. Let \( R \) be an \( r \)-subsequence; the \( r \) symbols in \( R \) are fixed, and the remaining \( v - r \) are free. There is a set \( \mathcal{P}_R \) of \( \binom{v}{r} \) permutations that cover \( R \). We focus on the expected number of members of \( U \) that are covered by a member of \( \mathcal{P}_R \) chosen uniformly at random; this is

\[
\operatorname{ec}(R) = \frac{v!}{v!} \sum_{\pi \in \mathcal{P}_R} \sum_{U \in \mathcal{U}} \operatorname{cov}(\pi, U).
\]

The strategy is to find a sequence of subsequences \( P_0, \ldots, P_t \), so that \( P_i \) is an \( i \)-subsequence, \( P_{i+1} \) covers \( P_i \) for \( 0 \leq i < v \), symbol \( i \) is free in \( P_i \) but fixed in \( P_{i+1} \), and \( \operatorname{ec}(P_{i+1}) \geq \operatorname{ec}(P_i) \) for \( 0 \leq i < v \). Because \( \operatorname{ec}(P_0) = \frac{1}{v!} |\mathcal{U}| \), it follows that \( P_v \) is a permutation that covers at least \( \frac{1}{v!} |\mathcal{U}| \) of the as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences. Given a selection of \( P_i \), there are precisely \( i + 1 \) candidates \( \{C_1, \ldots, C_{i+1}\} \) for \( P_{i+1} \) obtained by placing symbol \( i \) in one of the \( i + 1 \) positions of \( P_i \). Our task is to choose one for which \( \operatorname{ec}(C_j) \geq \operatorname{ec}(P_i) \), in order to set \( P_{i+1} = C_j \).

A naive computation of \( \operatorname{ec}(C_j) \) would enumerate members of \( U \) and of \( \mathcal{P}_{C_j} \), but the latter may have size exponential in \( v \). Instead, for \( U \in U \) let \( \operatorname{ec}(U, R) = \frac{1}{v!} \sum_{\pi \in \mathcal{P}_R} \operatorname{cov}(\pi, U) \), and observe that

\[
\operatorname{ec}(R) = \sum_{U \in \mathcal{U}} \operatorname{ec}(U, R).
\]

When \( t \) is fixed, \( U \) contains fewer than \( v^t \) subsequences, which is polynomial in \( v \). Therefore it suffices to compute \( \operatorname{ec}(U, R) \) efficiently, given a \( t \)-subsequence \( U \) and an \( r \)-subsequence \( R \). Let \( \tau \) be the number of symbols appearing in both \( U \) and \( R \). When the \( \tau \) symbols in common do not appear in the same order in \( U \) and \( R \), \( \operatorname{ec}(U, R) = 0 \). Otherwise let \( T \) be the \( \tau \)-subsequence that they have in common. Then

\[
\operatorname{ec}(U, R) = \operatorname{ec}(U, T) = \frac{1}{\tau!} \sum_{j=1}^{\tau} \operatorname{ec}(C_j).
\]

The key observation in selecting \( P_{i+1} \) is that \( \operatorname{ec}(P_i) = \frac{1}{\tau!} \sum_{j=1}^{\tau+1} \operatorname{ec}(C_j) \). Computing \( \operatorname{ec}(C_j) \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq i + 1 \), and selecting \( P_{i+1} \) to be the one that maximizes \( \operatorname{ec}(C_j) \), we are then sure that \( \operatorname{ec}(P_{i+1}) \geq \operatorname{ec}(P_i) \).

Combining all of these arguments, we have established the next theorem.

**Theorem 3.2.** For fixed \( t \) and input \( v \), there is an algorithm to construct a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \) having \( N \leq 1 + (\log((\frac{v^t}{(v-t)^t})))/(\log((\frac{\tau}{\tau-1})) \) permutations in time that is polynomial in \( v \).

This algorithm can be easily implemented, and we report results from it in section 5. One immediate improvement results from observing that the counts of
as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences \( (R_0, R_1, \ldots, R_N) \) must be integers. Hence we have that \( R_{i+1} \leq \lceil R_i \frac{c_i}{v_i} \rceil \). In specific cases this improves on the bound, without the need to construct the sequence covering array. If, however, the sequence covering array is explicitly constructed, at each selection of \( P_{i+1} \) from \( P_i \), we can choose \( P_{i+1} \) to maximize \( ec() \) among the \( i+1 \) candidates.

### 3.2. Greedy methods with reversals.

The methods developed are greedy in that they attempt to cover the largest number of as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences. The very first permutation chosen is arbitrary; all are equally effective at coverage. Once one is selected, however, there is a genuine choice for the second. Greedy selection indicates that we should choose one that covers no \( t \)-subsequence already covered by the first. Indeed when \( t = 2 \), choosing the reversal of this first covers all remaining \( t \)-subsequences.

For \( t \geq 3 \), suppose that we have chosen \( 2s \) permutations \( \pi_1, \ldots, \pi_{2s} \), and suppose further that \( \pi_{2s} \) is the reverse of \( \pi_{2s-1} \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq s \). It follows that the number of as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences covered by a permutation \( \pi \) is precisely the same as the number covered by the reverse of \( \pi \). Yet \( \pi \) and its reverse never cover the same \( t \)-subsequence. Hence if the algorithm were to select \( \pi \) next, the reverse of \( \pi \) remains an equally beneficial choice immediately thereafter. Therefore a useful variant of the algorithm developed, after adding a permutation \( \pi \) to the array, always adds the reverse of \( \pi \) as well. Pursuing this, we obtain the following.

**Theorem 3.3.** For fixed \( t \) and input \( v \), there is an algorithm to construct a \( \text{SeqCA}(N; t, v) \) having \( N \leq 2(\log(\frac{v}{\pi(t-1)})/\log(\frac{v}{\pi(t)})) \) permutations in time that is polynomial in \( v \).

Naturally, we could again obtain small improvements in practice because every count of as-yet-uncovered \( t \)-subsequences is an integer.

In principle, always including reversals improves slightly on the bound (that is, Theorem 3.3 improves on Theorem 3.2). Whether this is a practical improvement remains to be seen; we return to this point.

### 4. Product constructions.

Product (or “cut-and-paste” or “Roux-type”) constructions are well studied for covering arrays; see, for example, [11, 6]. We develop a product construction for completely \( 3 \)-scrambling sets of permutations. To do this, we first introduce an auxiliary property. A signing of a \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \) \( A = (a_{ij}) \) is an \( N \times v \) matrix \( S = (s_{ij}) \) with entries \( \{\uparrow, \downarrow\} \). A \( \text{CSSP}(N; t, v) \) \( A \) is properly signed by an \( N \times v \) matrix \( S \) with entries \( \{\uparrow, \downarrow\} \). When for every set of \( t-1 \) distinct columns \( c_1, \ldots, c_{t-1} \), each sign \( s \in \{\uparrow, \downarrow\} \), and every permutation \( \pi \) of \( 1, \ldots, t-1 \), there exists a row \( \rho \) of \( A \) for which, for every \( 1 \leq a < b < t \), the entry in cell \((\rho, c_{\pi(a)})\) is less than the entry in row \((\rho, c_{\pi(b)})\), and the sign \( s_{\rho, c_{\pi(1)}} = s \). A properly signed \( \text{CSSP}(7;3,5) \) is shown in Table 4.1.

We defer for the moment the question of how to sign a completely \( t \)-scrambling set of permutations.

#### 4.1. Products for strength three.

**Theorem 4.1.** If a properly signed \( \text{CSSP}(N; 3, v) \) and a properly signed \( \text{CSSP}(M; 3, w) \) both exist, so does a properly signed \( \text{CSSP}(N + M; 3, vw) \).

**Proof.** Let \( A = (a_{ij}) \) be a \( \text{CSSP}(N; 3, v) \) having sign matrix \( S = (s_{ij}) \) with columns indexed by \( \{0, \ldots, v - 1\} \). Let \( B = (b_{ij}) \) be a \( \text{CSSP}(M; 3, w) \) having sign matrix \( T = (t_{ij}) \) with columns indexed by \( \{0, \ldots, w - 1\} \). Form an array \( C = (c_{p,(i,j)}) \) on \( N + M \) rows and \( vw \) columns with columns indexed by \( \{0, \ldots, v - 1\} \times \{0, \ldots, w - 1\} \). In row \( \rho \) for \( 1 \leq \rho \leq N \), in column \((i, j)\), place the entry \( a_{\rho,i}w + j \) if \( s_{\rho,i} = \uparrow \), \( a_{\rho,i}w + (w - 1 - j) \) if \( s_{\rho,i} = \downarrow \).
One technique for signing that applies for all strengths.

To show that $C$ is a CSSP($N + M; 3, vw$), we must establish that every 3-subsequence is covered. Consider three columns $(i_1, j_1), (i_2, j_2), (i_3, j_3)$, in this order. If $i_1$, $i_2$, and $i_3$ are all distinct, there is a row $\rho$ of $A$ in which $a_{\rho i_1} < a_{\rho i_2} < a_{\rho i_3}$. Then in $C$ row $\rho$ has the three specified columns in the chosen order. By the same token, if $j_1$, $j_2$, and $j_3$ are all distinct, there is a row $\rho$ of $B$ in which $b_{\rho j_1} < b_{\rho j_2} < b_{\rho j_3}$. Then in $C$ row $\rho + N$ has the three specified columns in the chosen order. If $\{i_1, i_2, i_3\}$ contains only one element, $\{j_1, j_2, j_3\}$ contains three distinct elements; symmetrically, if $\{j_1, j_2, j_3\}$ contains only one element, $\{i_1, i_2, i_3\}$ contains three distinct elements. So it remains only to treat cases in which both $\{i_1, i_2, i_3\}$ and $\{j_1, j_2, j_3\}$ contain two distinct elements.

Now suppose that the three columns are $\{(i_1, j_1), (i_1, j_2), (i_2, j_1)\}$; we are concerned with the six orderings of the elements $\{c_{(i_1, j_1)}, c_{(i_1, j_2)}, c_{(i_2, j_1)}\}$, which we represent by giving the indices in the sorted order for $\{c_{(i_1, j_1)}, c_{(i_1, j_2)}, c_{(i_2, j_1)}\}$, as shown next.

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc|cc|cc}
  & j_1 &  & j_2 &  &  &  \\
  i_1 & c_{(i_1, j_1)} & c_{(i_1, j_2)} &  &  &  &  \\
  i_2 & c_{(i_2, j_2)} &  &  &  &  &  \\
\end{array}
\]

Table 4.2 gives the rows in which each of the six orderings is covered; we use $sgn(x - y)$ to be $\downarrow$ if $x < y$, $\uparrow$ if $x > y$. Two of the orderings are covered at least twice.

To sign $C$ properly, assign $\uparrow$ to each entry in each of the first $N$ rows and $\downarrow$ to each entry in each of the last $M$ rows.

A small example, combining two CSSP($6;3,4$)s to form a CSSP($12;3,16$), is shown in Table 4.3.

Use the strategy in the proof of Theorem 4.1, taking $B$ and $T$ from

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  0 & 1 \\
  0 & 1 \\
  1 & 0 \\
  1 & 0 \\
\end{pmatrix},
\]

to establish the next theorem.

**Theorem 4.2.** If a properly signed CSSP($N;3,v$) exists, so does a properly signed CSSP($N + 4;3,2v$).

### 4.2. Signing a completely $t$-scrambling set of permutations

We first give one technique for signing that applies for all strengths.
Lemma 4.3. Whenever a CSSP($N; t, v$) exists, a properly signed CSSP($N; t, v - 1$) exists.

Proof. Let $A = (a_{ij})$ be a CSSP($N; t, v$). Form an $N \times (v - 1)$ array $S = (s_{ij})$ with $s_{ij} = sgn(a_{ij} - a_{i,v-1})$. Form an $N \times (v - 1)$ array $B = (b_{ij})$ with $b_{ij} = a_{ij}$ if $a_{ij} < a_{i,v-1}$ and $b_{ij} = a_{ij} - 1$ otherwise. Then $B$ is a CSSP($N; t, v - 1$) that is properly signed by $S$.

Let $A$ be a CSSP($N; t, v$) and $A_1, A_2$ be arrays that partition the rows of $A$. When, for $i = 1, 2, A_i$ is a CSSP($N; t - 1, v$), $A$ is a partitionable CSSP.

Lemma 4.4. Whenever a partitionable CSSP($N; t, v$) exists, a properly signed CSSP($N; t, v - 1$) exists.

Proof. Let $A$ be a CSSP($N; t, v$) with partition $A_1, A_2$. Assign sign $\uparrow$ to every entry of $A_1$ and $\downarrow$ to every entry of $A_2$.

Corollary 4.5. Whenever a CSSP($N; 3, v$) contains a row and its reverse, it is partitionable and hence can be properly signed.

Proof. Place the row and its reverse in $A_1$ and all other rows in $A_2$. Then $A_1$ is a CSSP($N; 2, v$). Moreover, $A_2$ is a CSSP($N; 2, v$) because for every $i, j \in \{0, \ldots, v - 1\}$ with $i \neq j$, in $A$ there are at least three rows in which the entry in column $i$ is less than that in column $j$. Then $A$ is partitionable, so apply Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.4 provides a sufficient condition for a CSSP\((N; 3, v)\) to have a proper signing but considers only signings in which all entries in each row receive the same sign. Column \(c\) is properly signed when, for every set of \(t - 1\) distinct columns \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_{t-1}\) with \(c_1 = c\), each sign \(s \in \{+,-\}\), and every permutation \(\pi\) of \(1, \ldots, t - 1\), there exists a row \(\rho\) of \(A\) for which, for every \(1 \leq a < b < t\), the entry in cell \((\rho, c_{\pi(a)})\) is less than the entry in row \((\rho, c_{\pi(b)})\), and the sign \(s_{\rho, c} = s\). Properly signing the \(N \times v\) array \(A\) is equivalent to properly signing each column of \(A\); the important fact is that signs assigned in one column are unrelated to signs in any other, and so one can (hope to) proceed by signing each column separately.

Consider the case of strength \(t = 3\). What does it mean to properly sign a specific column \(c\)? For every column \(i\) other than \(c\) we form two sets: \(A_i\) contains the row indices in which the entry in column \(i\) is larger than that in column \(c\), and \(B_i = \{1, \ldots, N\} \setminus A_i\) contains the row indices in which the entry in column \(i\) is smaller than that in column \(c\). We can consider these sets as the edges of a hypergraph \(H\) on vertex set \(\{1, \ldots, N\}\). Then \(H\) has \(2v - 2\) edges each containing at least three vertices and a proper 2-coloring of \(H\) corresponds to a proper signing of \(c\). Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 give proper 2-colorings. In all examples that we have examined, each column can be properly signed by finding a suitable 2-coloring. Hence it is plausible that every CSSP\((N; 3, v)\) can be properly signed, but if this is true the proof is elusive at the moment.

5. Computational results. In [23], a simple greedy method is used to compute upper bounds on SeqCAN\((t, v)\) for \(t \in \{3, 4\}\) and small values of \(v\). These are reported in column \(K\) in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Results from a more sophisticated greedy method by Erdem et al. [16] are reported in column \(ER\). Using techniques from constraint satisfaction, in particular answer set programming, much more sophisticated search methods have been applied to strengths three and four [1, 2, 16]. Banbara, Tamura, and Inoue [1] implement an answer set programming method and show bounds for SeqCAN\((3, v)\) for \(v \leq 80\) and for SeqCAN\((4, v)\) for \(v \leq 23\). These bounds appear in column \(BTI\) in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Results by Brain et al. [2] are reported in column \(BR\) in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. In [18], bounds for \(t \in \{3, 4, 5\}\) and \(v \leq 10\) are reported from a method called the “bees algorithm”; these offer modest improvements on the greedy method in [23]. We do not report them for \(t \in \{3, 4\}\) because they are not competitive with the results in [1]; we do report them for \(t = 5\) in column \(BA\), because they are the only published computational results. When \(t = 3\), Tarui [36] establishes by direct construction that SeqCAN\((3, \binom{v}{4}/q)\) \(\leq q\) for all \(q \geq 4\); these are reported in column \(TA\).

The bound \(U\) is obtained by computing the number \(U_i\) of as-yet-uncovered \(t\)-subsequences using \(U_{i+1} = \left\lfloor \frac{1}{4} U_i \right\rfloor\) and terminating with the first value \(N\) for which \(U_N = 0\). (This does not explicitly construct the array but rather yields a number of rows for which it can surely be produced.) In the same manner, bound \(U_k\) is obtained by including reversals, so that \(U_{i+2} = U_i - 2\left\lfloor \frac{1}{4} U_i \right\rfloor\) when \(i\) is even. The bound \(D\) is obtained by applying the algorithm that establishes Theorem 3.2 and that of \(D_k\) by applying the algorithm that establishes Theorem 3.3.

Table 5.1 reports results for \(t = 3\). The theoretical results indicate that including reversals accelerates coverage, and so the bound \(U_k\) improves on the bound \(U\). Neither is competitive with greedy bounds from [23], given by \(K\). In turn these are improved upon by the greedy method from [16], given by \(ER\). Implementing our greedy approach nevertheless results in useful improvement to the two earlier greedy bounds, whether reversals are included or not. It comes as no surprise that the answer set programming
methods from [1, 2] (BTI, BR) yield consistent improvements on all the greedy methods for strength three. However, the direct construction of Tarui [36] provides better results at this time whenever \( v \geq 30 \).

Perhaps the most perplexing pattern is the regularity with which \( D_y \) yields a better bound than does \( D_R \). Remarkably, we consistently produce smaller sequence covering arrays when we do not automatically include reversals! The reasons for this are quite unclear at the present time.

Table 5.2 gives results for strengths four and five. For strength four, our improvements on the method from [23] are more dramatic than for strength three. Surprisingly, the answer set programming technique from [1] obtains a better result than our greedy methods only when \( v \leq 8 \). For \( 9 \leq v \leq 23 \), our greedy method yields much smaller arrays. (For \( v = 23 \), we employ 98 permutations as opposed to the 112 in BTI.) A similar comparison applies with the results from [2, 16] reported in column BR. Of course, we expect that given enough time, the answer set programming techniques would improve upon our greedy bounds.

However, our methods require polynomial time in theory and are effective in practice for larger problems than those considered in [2, 1]; despite these “limitations,” our methods appear to yield better results within the time available.
A somewhat different pattern with respect to reversals is evident for strength four: The theoretical bound profits by including reversals throughout, but the implemented construction method appears first to benefit from reversals (for \( v \leq 20 \)) but later no longer benefit (for \( 40 \leq v \leq 90 \)). Again the reasons for this are unclear. When \( v = 90 \), our methods track the coverage of 61,324,560 4-subsequences; thus, while the methods scale polynomially with \( v \), the computations are nonetheless quite extensive. There is a CSSP(24;4,6) [28], but our methods do not yield fewer than 32 permutations.

For strength five, none of the published methods in [1, 16, 23] report computational results, so it is difficult to make any comments about relative accuracy. However, the answer set programming methods do appear to require substantially more storage, which limits to a degree their effective range. To apply our methods would require tracking the coverage of 78,960,960 5-subsequences for \( v = 40 \); despite the efficiency of our methods, a straightforward implementation encounters both storage and time limitations. The method BA [18] is not competitive with our greedy methods.

Within the range computed, including reversals improves our results. The pattern thereafter is unknown. Again, there is a CSSP(120;5,6) [25], but our methods do not yield fewer than 148 permutations.
6. Using the product construction. For strength three, Theorem 4.1 provides substantial improvements on the computational results from the greedy methods. We properly signed a CSSP(6:3,4) in Table 4.3 and a CSSP(7:3,5) in Table 4.1. Table 6.1 shows proper signings for further arrays from [1].

We obtain CSSP(N; 3, v) for (v, N) ∈ \{(40, 15), (80, 17), (128, 18), (160, 19), (256, 20), (288, 21)\} by using these in Theorem 4.1. These improve upon all the computational results! For example, while in [1] it is shown that SeqCAN(3, 80) ≤ 24 and in [2] that SeqCAN(3, 80) ≤ 23, here it is shown that SeqCAN(3, 80) ≤ 17. The examples given also provide better bounds than those of Tarui [36], but Theorem 4.1 does not outperform the direct construction asymptotically.

7. Constraints. In the testing application, it may happen that not every permutation of the events can in fact be executed; see [2, 23, 24]. It is therefore reasonable to ask how constraints on the execution order affect the number of permutations needed and how they affect the difficulty of finding a sequence covering array. We briefly consider the latter, in order to examine connections with further problems.

Let \( \Sigma = \{0, \ldots, v-1\} \). Let \( C \) be a set of subpermutations of \( \Sigma \), called constraints. A constrained sequence covering array SeqCA(N; t, v, C) is a set \( \Pi = \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N\} \) where \( \pi_i \) is a permutation of \( \Sigma \) that does not cover any subpermutation in \( C \), and every \( t \)-subsequence of \( \Sigma \) that does not cover any subpermutation in \( C \) is covered by at least one of the permutations \( \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N\} \).

Even in the easiest case, when \( t = 2 \) and all constraints are 2-subpermutations, the nature of the problem changes dramatically. Imposing the subpermutation constraint that \( b \) cannot precede \( a \) is the same as enforcing the precedence constraint that \( a \) precede \( b \). When the precedence constraints contain a cycle, it is impossible to meet all constraints. This can be easily checked. When the constraints are acyclic, there is a permutation that covers no constraint. However, covering all 2-subpermutations not in \( C \) requires more. Let \( C' \) be the set of 2-subpermutations obtained by reversing each 2-subpermutation in \( C \). Suppose that a SeqCA(N; 2, v, C) exists. Every permutation in the sequence covering array covers every 2-subpermutation in \( C' \). Equivalently, treating \( C' \) as a partial order, every permutation gives a linear extension of the partial order. When \( (a, b) \in C \), \( (b, a) \) must be covered by every permutation in the sequence covering array. When \( \{(a, b), (b, a)\} \cap C = \emptyset \), some but not all permutations in the sequence covering array cover \( (a, b) \)—and the rest cover \( (b, a) \). Hence the set of 2-subpermutations covered by every permutation in the sequence covering array is exactly \( C' \). This establishes a connection with the theory of partial orders. The dimension of a partial order is the smallest number of linear extensions whose intersection is the partial order [37, 38]. Our discussion establishes that a SeqCA(N; 2, v, C) exists if and only if the dimension of the partial order induced by \( C' \) is at most \( N \). Hence we have the next lemma.

**Lemma 7.1.** Deciding whether a SeqCA(N; 2, v, C) exists is NP-complete, even when \( C \) is an acyclic set of 2-subpermutations.

**Proof.** Yannakakis [41] shows that determining whether a partial order has dimension at most 3 is NP-complete.

Brain et al. [2] establish the NP-completeness of a related problem in which the subsequences to be covered, the constraints, and the permutations allowed are all specified. Lemma 7.1 is in stark contrast with the existence of sequence covering arrays of strength two without constraints. Nevertheless, the complexity arises in determining whether a small sequence covering array exists in these cases, not in
determining whether a sequence covering array exists. The situation is worse when constraints have strength three.

Consider a collection $\mathcal{T}$ of ordered triples of distinct elements of $\Sigma$, and associate with $(a, b, c)$ the constraints $\{(b, a, c), (b, c, a), (a, c, b), (c, a, b)\}$. Meeting these constraints requires that $b$ lie between $a$ and $c$, and a collection of constraints of this type forms an instance of the betweenness problem [5] in which one is required to

Table 6.1
Small properly signed CSSP($N; 3, v$). Signs not shown can be chosen arbitrarily.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$1\uparrow$ 15 $\uparrow$ 10</th>
<th>$2\uparrow$ 14 $\uparrow$ 15</th>
<th>$3\uparrow$ 8 $\uparrow$ 17</th>
<th>$4\uparrow$ 11 $\uparrow$ 15</th>
<th>$5\uparrow$ 6 $\uparrow$ 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$6\uparrow$ 11 $\uparrow$ 15</td>
<td>$7\uparrow$ 10 $\uparrow$ 15</td>
<td>$8\uparrow$ 9 $\uparrow$ 15</td>
<td>$9\uparrow$ 16 $\uparrow$ 15</td>
<td>$10\uparrow$ 3 $\uparrow$ 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(13;3,18)
order all items so that for every triple \((a, b, c) \in T\), \(b\) lies between \(a\) and \(c\). Forming 
\[ C = \{(b, a, c), (b, c, a), (a, c, b), (c, a, b) : (a, b, c) \in T\} \]
even finding a single permutation that covers no 3-subpermutation in \(C\) appears hard:

**Lemma 7.2** (see [30]). *Determining whether an instance of the betweenness problem has a solution is NP-complete.*

These complexity results suggest that constraints pose severe additional challenges in the construction of sequence covering arrays. Checking feasibility can become difficult; even when feasibility is easily checked, the minimization problem is substantially more complicated.

### 8. Conclusions

The close connection between sequence covering arrays and covering arrays has proved useful in establishing bounds on the sizes of sequence covering arrays. The efficient conditional expectation algorithm for generating sequence covering arrays and the product construction for strength three parallel analogous results for covering arrays. Unfortunately, while sequence covering arrays lead to covering arrays with excess coverage, additional conditions on such a covering array would be required in order to recover a sequence covering array. Hence the parallels between the extensive literature on covering arrays and the existence problem for sequence covering arrays are primarily by analogy.

We have examined numerous formulations for sequence covering arrays. In closing, we indicate one more (see also [27]). A perfect hash family \(\text{PHF}(N; k, w, t)\) is an \(N \times k\) array on \(w\) symbols in which in every \(N \times t\) subarray, at least one row consists of distinct symbols. Mehlhorn [29] introduced perfect hash families as an efficient tool for compact storage and fast retrieval of frequently used information; see also [14]. Stinson et al. [35] establish that perfect hash families can be used to construct separating systems, key distribution patterns, group testing algorithms, cover-free families, and secure frameproof codes. They are also used extensively in product constructions for covering arrays [8, 12, 13]. Completely \(t\)-scrambling sets of permutations can be viewed as an ordered analogue of perfect hash families in which \(k = w\), no element appears twice in a row, and for every way to select \(t\) distinct columns in order there is a row in which the elements in these columns are in increasing order. In particular, a completely \(t\)-scrambling set of permutations provides a perfect hash family in which, for every set of \(t\) columns, there are at least \(t!\) rows containing distinct symbols in the chosen columns, and at least one for each of the \(t!\) symbol orderings. For this reason, it appears reasonable to expect that constructions for perfect hash families may also prove to be useful for sequence covering arrays.
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